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A study of the transition of liquid-crystal alignment from homeotropic to planar on a polyimide
layer

Jian Wang, Lei Wang, Yu Zeng, Yu-Qing Fang, Qin Zhang and Yinghan Wang*

State Key Laboratory of Polymer Materials Engineering of China, College of Polymer Science and Engineering,

Sichuan University, Chengdu 610065, China

(Received 18 August 2009; accepted 26 October 2009)

The alignment of nematic liquid crystals by rubbed polyimide surfaces has been well-studied and developed. A
novel polyimide film which induced a homeotropic alignment of the nematic liquid crystal without rubbing or with
weak rubbing strength was presented. However, there was a transition from homeotropic to planar alignment of
the nematic liquid crystal after strong rubbing. In order to study the transition, the polyimide surface was
investigated by atomic force microscopy, surface free energy measurement and angle-resolved analysis X-ray
photo-electron spectroscopy before and after rubbing with a velvet fabric. It was found that both the change of
surface polarity and surface morphology were not the reasons for the transition. The droop of the side chain on the
polyimide surface after the rubbing treatment was detected by angle-resolved analysis X-ray photo-electron
spectroscopy. Owing to the special structure of the novel polyimide, the X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy was
successfully used for the first time to analyse the conformational change of the side chain of a polymer. In
conclusion, the transition of nematic liquid crystal alignment from homeotropic to planar after rubbing was
influenced by the side chain conformation of the polyimide.
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1. Introduction

The alignment of a nematic liquid crystal (NLC), con-

sisting of an assembly of rod-like molecules, on rubbed

polyimide (PI) surfaces underlies the manufacture of

today’s flat panel displays. Although many new-style

alignment methods have been proposed, such as

photo-alignment, ion beam alignment, hierarchical

self-assembly and so on [1–3], rubbed-PI is still the
predominant technology among all the methods due

to its comprehensively excellent performance.

The pretilt angle prevents the creation of disclina-

tions in LC cells and is also very necessary in the

prevention of stripe domains in liquid crystal displays

(LCDs). Recently, several new LCD modes have been

introduced to overcome the problems of traditional

twisted nematic LCDs, which are low contrast ratio,
slow response time and narrow view angle. Most of

these new LCD modes utilise vertical alignment for

NLCs, such as continuous pinwheel alignment, multi-

domain vertical alignment and patterned vertical

alignment. A stable pretilt angle for vertical alignment

is necessary and very important for these LCD modes.

Although some investigations on the change of pretilt

angles for homeotropic alignment of NLCs on rubbed
PI have been reported [4–6], there is still a lack of deep

understanding with respect to surface chemical and

physical structures for change of the pretilt angle. In

recent years, the control of pretilt angle of LC

molecules for planar alignment has been intensively

investigated [7–13]. It was pointed out that both sur-
face polarity and the side chains of a polymer have a

vital influence on the pretilt angle of NLCs, that is, the

pretilt angles become larger with decrease of surface

polarity and the introduction of side chains on a PI.

Lately, Da-Ren et al. [14, 15] reported that an increase

of groove depth could cause a transition of NLC

alignment from homeotropic to planar. It was sug-

gested that surface morphology also has a remarkable
influence on the pretilt angle of homeotropic NLC

alignment. From these studies it is clear that the pretilt

angle can be influenced by various factors.

On the other hand, according to the use of near-

edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy

(NEXAFS), sum frequency generation (SFG), sec-

ond-harmonic generation (SHG) and sum-frequency

generation vibrational spectroscopy [16–19] for inves-
tigating the molecular conformation on polymer sur-

face layers, some researchers attempted to elucidate

the mechanism of the NLC pretilt angle and molecular

alignment. However, so far no clear explanation has

been found for the correlation between the molecular

conformation of alignment layers and NLC pretilt

angles due to the complexity and variety of PI surface

chemical and physical structures.
In a previous report, we described the synthesis of

a novel PI, which can induce NLC vertical alignment
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[20]. It was found that there is a transition of the LC

alignment from homeotropic to planar with an

increase in rubbing strength. In order to study more

deeply the transition on the PI alignment layer and to
clarify the correlation between surface chemical and

physical structures of the alignment and NLC pretilt

angles, it is necessary to analyse the factors that can

influence the pretilt angle of NLCs. In this study, we

focused on the specifically designed aromatic PI con-

taining pendent bulky mesogens as an alignment layer

having a vertical alignment for NLCs. According to

particular investigations, we discuss the reasons for
the transition from homeotropic alignment to planar

on the PI layer after a strong rubbing process.

2. Experimental

2.1 Materials and fabrication of PI films

In this experiment, the PI for homeotropic alignment

was used. The chemical structure is shown in Figure 1.

Glass substrates were cleaned with sodium hydroxide

solution, distillation water and isopropanol rinses in

ultrasonic baths. Mica substrates were prepared by
cleaving the top layers from a mica slide with tape to

provide a clean surface. Poly (amic acid)s at a solid

content of 5 wt% in N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone were

spin-coated on the clean glass or mica substrates at

600 rpm for 15 s and 2300 rpm for 30 s. The coated

films were pre-baked at 100�C for 20 min and cured at

230�C for 30 min, which produced the PI films. The

films surfaces were rubbed with a velvet fabric using a
rubbing machine to obtain rubbed samples. The rub-

bing strength (RS) has been defined in a previous

paper [21]. Some LC cells were assembled with two

pieces of rubbed substrates in an antiparallel rubbing

direction; other NLC cells were assembled with two

pieces of the non-rubbed substrates using a 40

mm-thick adhesive film spacer. An NLC (5CB) was

injected into a cell gap using a capillary method. As

shown in Figure 2, the transition of alignment from

homeotropic to planar in an LC cell occurred between

RS ¼ 230 mm and RS ¼ 330mm.

2.2 Characterization methods

Surface images were obtained with a tapping mode

atomic force microscope (AFM) (Explorer SPM,

Vecco Instruments, Plainview, NY, USA). The rub-

bing process was operated with a rubbing machine

from TianLi Co. Ltd (Chengdu, China). The spin-
coating process was executed using a KW-4A spinner

from the Institute of Microelectronics of the Chinese

Academy of Science (Peking, China). The pretilt

angles of LCs were measured by a crystal rotation

method using a pretilt angle tester from the

Changchun Institute of Optics. Polarising microscopy

from Shanghai Millimeter Precision Instrument Co.

Ltd (Shanghai, China) was used to evaluate the align-
ment behaviour of the LCs. Contact angles were mea-

sured by the sessile drop method using a contact angle-

meter (DSA100, Kruss, Hamburg, Germany), and the

surface free energy was calculated by Owens’s for-

mula. The X-ray photo-electron spectroscope (XPS)

measurements of the samples were performed at room

temperature with an XSAM800 Kratos instrument

system employing monochromatic Mg K-alpha
X-ray radiation (1253.6 eV), the operating pressure

during analysis was in the low 10-9 torr range. The

reference binding energy was set at 284.6 eV for the

C–C and C–H components of the C ls core level

Figure 1. Chemical structure of the polyimides.
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spectra. Atomic concentrations were calculated using

XPS peak software (version 3.1). The energy-mini-
mised structures of the PIs were calculated using

Materials Studio 4.0 (Accelrys Inc.).

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Surface free energy

The surface free energy was investigated for the PI

films to analyse quantitatively the change of surface

polarity of the polymer after the rubbing process. In

Table 1, polar forces occupy a very small proportion

of the total surface free energy due to the alkyl side

chain orientation out of the plane of the surface mask-
ing the polar imide group [22]. It was seen that there

is little change of the total surface free energy and

dispersion force on the surface. However, polar forces

increase more than two times after the rubbing pro-

cess, which suggests that polar groups increase

significantly on the PI surface by means of very strong

rubbing. The change of polar force is more significant
than that of PIs by common rubbing strength [23]. It is

well known that surface polarity has an important

influence on the pretilt angle of an NLC. In this case,

in order to clarify the influence of surface free energy

on NLC alignment, we decreased the alkyl carbon

number of the side chain tail end to help in analysing

the change of surface free energy (Figure 3). The

decrease of the alkyl carbon number not only
increased the polar group proportion of the PI surface,

but also remained the same chemical structure. Thus

PI2 was introduced and synthesised and the chemical

structure is shown in Figure 1. The unrubbed PI2 film

could induce vertical alignment for the NLC and the

pretilt angle of the NLC for weakly rubbed PI2 (RS ¼
55 mm) is still above 89�. On the other hand, it can be

seen that both polar force and surface free energy on
the PI2 surface is larger than that of PI1, which sug-

gests the increase of the polar group on the surface

Figure 2. (a) Pretilt angles of 5CB on the rubbed polyimide I surface as a function of rubbing strength (RS); transition of
liquid-crystal (LC) alignment from homeotropic to planar take place between RS¼ 230 mm and 330 mm. (b) Polarising optical
micrographs of nematic liquid crystal (NLC) alignment in an LC cell (RS¼ 230 mm). (c) Polarising optical micrographs of NLC
alignment in an LC cell. (RS ¼ 330 mm). The optical micrographs on the right-hand side are taken by rotating the stage by 45�

relative to that of the left-hand side.

Table 1. Polarity of surface with respect to polyimide 1 and polyimide 2.

Unrubbed

polyimide 1

(dyn cm-2)

Rubbed polyimide 1

(rubbing strength ¼ 330

mm, dyn cm-2)

Unrubbed

polyimide 2

(dyn cm-2)

Rubbed polyimide 2

(rubbing strength ¼ 165

mm, dyn cm-2)

Disperse force 39.48 41.06 40.56 40.73

Polar part 1.99 4.24 5.23 6.05

Total surface free energy 41.47 44.8 45.79 46.78
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resulting from a strong rubbing process actually can-
not induce the change of NLC alignment from home-

otropic to planar on a PI layer.

Moreover, after a relatively weak rubbing process

(RS ¼ 165 mm), the alignment transition from home-

otropic to planar on PI2 could take place, and the

pretilt angle of an LC for PI2 is 6.4�. It can be con-

cluded that the occurrence of the transition on PI2 is

easier than PI1, which suggests that the decrease of the
flexible carbon chain obviously reduces the rubbing

resistance of vertical alignment. The change of PI2

surface free energy after rubbing is also shown in

Table 1. It can be seen that the polar force and total

surface free energy only increase slightly, which also

implies that the transition is not caused by the change

of surface polarity.

3.2 Surface morphology

Using the AFM, the surface of the PI films was exam-

ined before and after a strong rubbing process.

Figure 4(a) shows the surface morphology of pristine

PI1 films. The root-mean-square (RMS) roughness is

0.46 nm over an area of 2.5�2.5 mm2. The film surface is

apparently covered with sub-micrometre-scaled spikes
(see Figure 4(a)).The surface morphology and rough-

ness of the PI film derive mainly from the characteristics

of the polymer chains that govern the aggregation and

molecular ordering that occur during the drying and

thermal imidisation processes after spin-casting [24].

Figure 4(b) shows the surface morphology of PI1 after

a strong rubbing process. The RMS roughness is 0.49

nm over an area of 2.5�2.5 mm2. It was noticed that the
roughness on the PI films almost did not change after

the rubbing process. The phenomenon is abnormal,

because the roughness is usually subjected to notable

change after strong rubbing. Moreover, it can be seen

that the surface seems smoother due to the disappear-

ance of the sub-microgrooves (Figure 4(b)), which can

be observed clearly in Figure 4(a). The disappearance of

sub-microgrooves reduces the change of roughness.
The reason for the sub-microgrooves disappearance is

still unknown and needs further investigation, but

molecular rearrangement of the PI surface probably

induces the disappearance of the sub-microgrooves.

Mada and Snoda [25] suggested that the temperature

of the hot spots caused by textile buffing can briefly rise

to 230�C, which is close to the glass transition tempera-

ture (Tg) of PI. Toney [26] suggested that the Tg of the
surface is lower than that of the bulk, and the reorienta-

tion might have occurred at the lower temperatures. As

far as the novel PI is concerned, the bulky aryl rigid side

chain tends to push the alkyl flexible side chain out-

wards off the main chain, thereby a lot of alkyl con-

gregates on the PI surface, which further reduces the Tg

of the PI surface and easily causes the molecular reor-

ientation and movement.
On the other hand, Da-Ren et al. [15, 16] have

demonstrated that the increase of groove depth on PI

films can decrease the pretilt angle, however, in our

case it is evident that groove depth did not visibly

increase. The depth of the microgrooves was less

than 3 nm for both rubbed and unrubbed PIs.

Although we cannot exclude the possibility that the

disappearance of the sub-microgroove had an effect
on the pretilt angle of the LC, the tiny change in

morphology of the surface is unlikely to induce the

transition of NLC alignment from homeotropic to

planar. Thus, it is concluded that the surface morphol-

ogy cannot influence the transition.

3.3 Side chain conformation

We calculated the conformation of the PI molecule by

the Discover Module of the Materials Studio software.

The Compass fore field was used in this case. As

shown in Figure 5, according to energy minimising

and molecular dynamic simulation, we can calculate

the optimised conformation of the PI. The side chain

of the pristine PI1 is almost perpendicular to the main

chain, and the rigid side chain on the surface is easily
oriented outwards in the polymer bulk phase, which

results in low surface energy and an enrichment of the

non-polar alkyl side chain at the outmost layer of the

PI surface. Some investigations [17, 19] also indicate

that the side chain outward orientation is important

for the LC molecule vertical alignment on PI films.

Therefore, the result of the computer simulation and

the fact of LC vertical alignment on films suggest that
the side chain is almost perpendicular to the main

chain.

In order to investigate further the change of mole-

cule conformation of the PI side chain, angle-resolved

analysis XPS was introduced. Sampling depth is limited

by inelastic scattering events, which are characterised

by the inelastic mean free path of the photo-electrons.

Since approximately 95% of the signal intensity is

TSFE = 41.47 

TSFE = 44.8 
Rubbing process

Glass substrate

Unrubbed PI1

decrease the alkyl carbon

number of the side chain

Rubbed PI1 

Unrubbed PI2

TSFE = 45.79 

Planar alignment 
for NLC on PI

Vertical alignment 

for NLC on PI

Figure 3. A schematic method for estimating the influence
of surface free energy on nematic liquid crystal alignment.
TSFE ¼ total surface free energy.
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derived from a distance of 3l within the solid, the

sampling depth, d, as a function of the angle � of

electron exit relative to the surface of the sample, that

is, the take-off angle (TOA), is usually taken to be [27]

d ¼ 3l sin �: ð1Þ

The high-resolution C Is core-level photo-emission

spectra of the pristine and rubbed PIs are shown in

Figure 6. The component peak at 284.7 eV is attribu-

ted to carbon atom bonds from the aromatic rings and

alkyl end group. The peaks at 286.1 and 288.7 eV are
attributed to the carbon atoms singly bonded to oxy-

gen C–O and the ester carbons O–C¼O, respectively.

The low-intensity peak (291.1 eV), which appears at

higher binding energy, is the fingerprint of an energy

loss of the electrons related to a p–p* shake-up transi-

tion process [28–30]. Such a transition is generally

observed in polymer systems containing conjugated

electrons. Figure 6(a) and (b) show the XPS spectra
of C 1s at 60� TOA. Assuming that the inelastic mean

Figure 5. The energy minimised structures of the
polyimide with bulky side chain; the length of the side
chain is 26.438 Å.

Figure 4. Atomic force microscope images and surface profiles of the (a) pristine polyimide and (b) rubbed polyimide. The
arrow in each image denotes the rubbing direction.
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free path, l, of the C Is photo-electrons in organic

compounds is 2.7 nm [31], the sampling depth was

calculated to be about 7 nm according to Equation

(1). The results of XPS spectra show that the C/O/N

atomic ratio was not obviously altered by rubbing, but

the relative ratio of carbon after rubbing decreased

slightly from 83.5% to 82.7%. Furthermore, from
Table 2 it is clear that the relative ratio of carbon

bonded to oxygen increased. This indicates that the

non-polar alkyl group on the film surface decreased

and was consistent with the foregoing result, which

was that the surface free energy of PI films decreases

after rubbing.

Figure 6(c) and (d) present the XPS spectra with 10�

TOA. According to Equation (1), the sampling depth
was 1.4 nm. On the other hand, from Figure 5 it is seen

that the length of the side chain of the PI is approxi-

mately 2.6 nm. As for the pristine PI, this suggests that

the XPS spectra with 10� TOA only include informa-

tion from the side chain. The disappearance of the

nitrogen atomic signal in the XPS spectra with 10�

TOA (Figure 7) can further prove that the signals of

the side chain only are shown in Figure 6(c) and (d)
because nitrogen atoms only exist in the macromole-

cules of the main chain. Compared with Figure 6(a) and

(b), (c) and (d) show that the peak area of the C 1s

spectrum at 288.7 eV (C¼O) decreases remarkedly,

while the shake up at 291 eV completely disappears.

The change is consistent with the results that the sam-

pling depth became so shallow that the XPS signals of

the main chain disappeared in Figure 6(c). So it is
concluded that the XPS spectra with 10� TOA only

include signals from the side chain.

Since it is concluded that the XPS spectra with 10�

TOA only include signals from the side chain, the XPS

spectra with 10� TOA were analysed further. It can be

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6. The curve-fitted C 1s spectra of: (a) rubbed polyimide with 60� take-off angle (TOA); (b) pristine polyimide with 60�

TOA; (c) pristine polyimide with 10� TOA; (d) rubbed polyimide with 10� TOA.

Table 2. Results of the peak separation of X-ray photo-
electron spectroscope C 1s spectra.

Atomic percentage (%)

PI/take-off angle C–C C–O C¼O Shake-up

Pristine PI/60� 64.6 21.3 12.9 1.2

Rubbed PI/60� 59.3 23.3 15.3 2.1

Pristine PI/10� 47.3 44.2 8.5

Rubbed PI/10� 52.6 36.7 10.7

Note: PI ¼ polyimide.
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seen that the C 1s peak at 286.1 eV (C–O) of Figure 6(c)

is stronger than that of (d). Furthermore, Table 2 also

shows that the C–O percentage ratio decreases after the

rubbing process. Meanwhile, it can be seen from Table

2 and Figure 6(c) and (d) that the percentage ratio of

C¼O obviously increased after rubbing. Why do XPS
spectra with 10� TOA present an obvious decrease of

the percentage ratio of C–O and increase of the percen-

tage ratio of C¼O? As mentioned above, surface rough-

ness does not apparently change after rubbing. The

reason for this is that the side chain of the PI falls

down on the polymer surface. As shown in

Figure 8(a), as the side chain is perpendicular to the

PI surface before rubbing, the photo-electrons from the
side chain emit and easily enter a photo-electron detec-

tor. On the other hand, since the side chain droops on

the PI surface via rubbing (Figure 8(b)), after the

photo-electrons emit, the accidented surface prevents

the photo-electrons from entering the XPS detector.

Therefore, the signal intensity and percentage ratio of

C–O from the side chain decrease. The droop of the side

chain results in the presence of a small C¼O from the
imide group in the XPS spectra with 10� TOA, so the

C¼O percentage ratio has a corresponding increase.

This was the first time that the XPS had been used

for analysing the conformational change of the side

chain of a polymer, and the conformational change

could be detected owing to the special structure of the

PI. First, the PI side chains possess C–O groups, which

the main chain does not yet possess. Second, the three

C–O groups from the side chain can induce sufficient
signal intensity to be detected and analysed by XPS.

Although NEXAFS, SFG and SHG have become

effective methods for surface analysing, especially the

conformational change in polymers, our study demon-

strated that the traditional means of measurement,

XPS, can also analyse qualitatively the molecular con-

formational change.

We investigated the change of surface energy, sur-
face morphology and side chain conformation on a PI

for designing an appropriate PI molecular structure to

align vertically NLCs. It is clear that only the droop of

the side chain on the PI can dominate the transition of

LC alignment from homeotropic to planar on a PI

layer. The result implies that the side chain conforma-

tion is the most elemental factor for NLC homeotropic

alignment on a PI surface.

4. Conclusion

We designed a PI with a special side chain to investigate

the different factors (surface energy, surface morphol-

ogy and side chain conformation) correlating with the

pretilt angle. It was found that neither surface energy

nor surface morphology dominated the transition of
LC alignment from homeotropic to planar on the PI

layer. Moreover, the droop of the side chain after rub-

bing treatment was detected by XPS spectra. It was the

first time that the XPS had been used successfully for

Figure 7. Survey of X-ray photo-electron spectra of 60�

take-off angle (TOA) polyimide I and 10� TOA polyimide 2.

Figure 8. Schematic mechanism of the microscopic
molecular reorientation of the polyimide surface layer (a)
before rubbing and (b) after rubbing.
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analysing the conformational change of the side chain

of a polymer due to the special structure of the PI.

Furthermore, it was concluded that the change of the

side chain on the PIs was vital for the transition of the

LC alignment from homeotropic to planar after a

strong rubbing process. The result is helpful in under-

standing further the mechanism of vertical alignment
for NLCs, and is helpful in the enhancement of NLC

vertical alignment stability on a PI.
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